INTRODUCTION
Let Q be a bounded open subset of Pm. let M" ' PI denote the set of real n x m matrices, let R = R U {--co ) U { +03 } denote the extended real line with the usual topology, and let g: kPXm --t p be Bore1 measurable and bounded below. In this paper we consider variational problems for the multiple integral
In(u) = 1 g(Vu(x)) dx.
-0 (1.1) For 1 <p < co, we introduce and study a new condition on g, called W'+ quasiconvexity, which generalizes in a natural way the quasiconvexity condition of Morrey [ 131 by allowing the competing functions to belong to the Sobolev space W'3p(Q; R") rather than to the smaller space 225 W"OO(R; W'). For g finite and continuous, Morrey showed that Wlqmquasiconvexity of g is necessary and sufficient for I, to be sequentially weak* lower semicontinuous (sw*lsc) on W13m(Q; R"). He also proved that if g is W'p"O -quasiconvex and satisfies certain quite restrictive growth conditions related to p then g is sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous (swlsc) on W17p(Q; R"); this result has recently been refined in an interesting paper of Acerbi and Fusco [3] , who prove in particular that if g is continuous and satisfies O<g(A)<WIAIP + 11, A E MflXrn, (1.21 then I, is swlsc on W1'p(12; R") if and only if g is W1900-quasiconvex.
Following the ideas of Morrey we show (Corollary 3.2) that W'3p-quasiconvexity of g is a necessary condition for I, to be swlsc on W13p(Q; R") (sw*lsc if p = co). Indeed we isolate a necessary condition for lower semicontinuity (Theorem 3.1) that for general g is strictly stronger than W"P-quasiconvexity (see Example 3.5) . Furthermore (Corollary 5.2) we show that if meas aJ2 = 0 then W1'P-quasiconvexity is a necessary condition for J,(u) = j 1 g(V@>) + WG +>)I dx (1. 3) 0 to attain a minimum on X, dgf {u: 24 -Ax E W~~p(12; R")} for every A E MnXm and every smooth nonnegative Y. It seems likely (see Conjecture 3.7) that W1,P-quasiconvexity, or some slight variant of it, is also suflcient for I, to be swlsc on W1.p(12; I?") (sw*lsc if p = co) though we have not been able to prove this.
For upper semicontinuous functions g satisfying (1.2) W'~P-qua~iconvexity and W',"O -quasiconvexity are equivalent (Proposition 2.4(i)), but in general this is not so. For example, let m = n, let h: R + iR be lower semicontinuous and bounded below, and let g(A) = h(det A), A E Mnx". (1.4) Then (Theorem 4.1) if n Qp < co, g is WIYP-quasiconvex if and only if h is convex, but if 1 <p < n then g is W1'p -quasiconvex if and only if h is constant. Another instructive example, drawn from a study of cavitation in nonlinear elasticity (Ball [6] ) that partly motivated this work, is given by g(A)=IAI"+h(detA), A E Mnx", (1.5) where h: R -+ R is convex, lower semicontinuous, bounded below and satisfies lim,,, -roe h(t)/1 t) = co. In this case (Theorem 4.5), g is W'3p-quasiconvexifeitherahl andn<p<coora>nand l<p<co,butis not W'.P-quasiconvex for any p < n if 1 < a < n because (4.9) is not satisfied. In particular let a = 2, n > 2 and suppose in addition that h is smooth. Then a calculation shows that g satisfies the uniform strong ellipticity condition
Thus strong ellipticity and the coercivity condition lim,, , mu, g(A)/lA 1 = 00
do not together imply that I, is swlsc on W1*P(R; Ip ") for 1 < p < n, nor that J,, attains a minimum on X, for 1 ,<p < n. arbitrary A and all smooth nonnegative Y.
There is a close relation between the examples described in the preceding paragraph and the weak continuity properties of the mapping u H det VU(X). It is proved in Reshetnyak [ 181 that if ui -u in I+"*"@; 'i>") then det VuI-*det VU in the sense of measures. We combine this and related results with a lower semicontinuity theorem (Proposition A.3) motivated by Reshetnyak [ 171 to show (Theorem 4.1) that if h: ';j + F is lower semicontinuous and bounded below then in h(det Vu(x)) d,x is swlsc on l+"."(fl; 1,") if and only if h is convex, and to prove a new existence theorem (Theorem 6.1) for nonlinear elastostatics with an optimal growth condition (see (6.3) ). In Section 7 we give examples showing that u H det Vu is not sequentially weakly continuous from IY'*"(L?; IR")+ L'(R), and has even worse properties with respect to weak convergence in W'.P(R; '1 i") for 1 <p < n.
TO reduce technicalities and emphasize the essential difficulties we have restricted attention to integrals of the form (1.1) (1.3). Analogous results for the case of a general integral j'D g(x, u(x). Vu(x)) dx and other generalizations requiring technical feats are left for the courageous reader.
DEFINITION AND ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF W1-P-Q~~~~~~~~~~~~'r
Notation. If E c IP"' is open we denote by W'."(E: f:") the Sobole\ space consisting of those measurable mappings u: E---t f (* with finite norm II uII~~~.~~~~:,,~~, 'Ef IIu IIL.pcE;II,nj + IIVUII~~~~;,,~~~~, and by W,',;f(E: ii,") the space consisting of those measurable mappings U: E + I;,' with the property that every x E E possesses an open neighborhood N.,c E such that u E W"(N, ; I;'"). If 1 <p < co, the closure of Cc (E; I!,") in W'."(E: 7,") is denoted by W~~p(E; IR"). We define WA,=(E; p") to be the closure ot' C,;C'(E; M") in the weak* topology of W'*"(E; ?'), i.e., the subspace topology induced by regarding W'."(E; F?") as a closed subspace of a finite product of L"(E) spaces each endowed with the weak* topology. Throughout we denote by C a generic constant whose value may vary from line to line. It is easily verified that $'CZ W:,Sp(E; F: "). Hence, by (2.1). where K is a constant and where 1 < p < 00. Then g is W'+quasiconvex [I' and only ifg is W'-"-quasiconvex.
(ii) Let g be Bore1 measurable and satisJb> the estimate kIAl"+k,<g(A) for all A E M"" I". Then (cf. Meyers [ 12, p. 1291 ) if I, is swlsc on F' g is W1,P-quasiconvex. To prove this we assume without loss of generality that Q = [ 0, 11" c 0, let n' be a Lipschitz mapping satisfying w Ian = uO, w IF= Ax, and repeat the proof of Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 using the functions
where @ E WA.p(Q; RR"). by examining the behaviour of g(A + 6'a @ 6) for 0 E R it is easily seen that (3.2) holds also when the left-hand side is infinite. However, for arbitrary g even W'q' -quasiconvexity does not imply rank 1 convexity in general. and is thus zero, so that (2.1) holds, giving a contradiction. Note, however, that g does not satisfy (3.1), as is clearly seen directly using u defined as in the proof of Corollary 3.4 with A = 0.
Remark 3.6. Example 3.5 shows that (3.1) is a stronger condition than W1'P-quasiconvexity, and there is a case for making it the basic definition, following the lead of Ball, Currie, and Olver [7, p. 1401 . Other results, however, such as those in Section 5, are perhaps more naturally expressed in terms of (2.1).
Example 3.5 shows that for a general Bore1 measurable (even lower semicontinuous) g, W'+quasiconvexity does not imply that In(u) = Jbg(Vu)dx is swlsc on W1,p(.Q; R"). However, it is natural to make the CONJECTURE 3.1. Zfg:MnXm + R is continuous and bounded below then Zn is swlsc on W'*p(Q; iR") (sw*lsc if p = 00) if and only if g is W'3p-quasiconvex.
This conjecture is valid in the following cases:
(1) if g takes finite values and p = co (Morrey [ 13] ), 
EXAMPLES OF W'.p -QUASICONVEX FUNCTIONS
Let g: M"'" + E be Bore1 measurable and bounded below. If g is convex and lower semicontinuous then by Jensen's inequality
for all 4 E WA.'(E; IF'") and all bounded open sets E c P". and so g is WI.'--quasiconvex. (A proof of Jensen's inequality under these hypotheses follows immediately from the representation of g as a supremum of affine functions.)
Examples in the case m > 1, n > 1 of W'.a' -quasiconvex functions g that are not convex are discussed at length in Ball [4] , Ball, Currie, and Olver [ 7 ] , Dacorogna [9] , and Acerbi and Fusco 131). To see that W'*P-quasiconvexity depends dramatically on p in general we consider the case m = n > 1 and the example
where h: !P + ris is Bore1 measurable and bounded below. If 0 c F?" is bounded and open we let
(ii) Let n <p< co. If h is lower semicontinuous then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) I,, is swlsc on W'vP(R; R") (sw*lsc fp = GO), (b) g is W',P-quasiconvex, (c) h is convex. (iii) Let 1 <p < n. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) I, is swlsc on W'*p(D; I!?'),
Proof. (i) Let g be W"m-quasiconvex.
Let 0 < t < 1, I > p, tl + (1 -t),u > 0, and consider the radial mapping U(X) = (r(R)/R)x, where R=]x] and r"=nRn-(~-~)(l-t) for 1 <R < (1 + t)"", = ,uR" + 20, -p)t for (1 + t)"" <R < 2"".
It is easily verified that the right-hand side of (4.2) is positive, so that r can be chosen positive, and that r is Lipschitz. Let E = {x E IR ":
x when xE 3E, and so by the W'*"O-
where ui(x) denotes the ith component of U(X). Then I ,..., 1)x when x E aE, and so
We thus obtain (4.3) with I,,D replacing I,p. Thus h is convex.
(ii) Let h be lower semicontinuous. By Corollary 3.2 we have (a) implies (b), and by Remark 2.2 and the first part (b) implies (c). So let h be convex, and suppose that uj -u in W'3"(f2; F?"). By Reshetnyak [ 16, 181, det Vuj -* det Vu in the sense of measures; this is also an immediate consequence of the facts that det Vuj + det Vu in G'(0) (see, e.g., Ball, Currie, and Olver [7, Theorem 3.4, p. 1431 or (7.7) and Property 3 of distributional determinants below) and that In ]det Vuj(x)] dx is uniformly bounded. It follows from Proposition A.3 that I, is swlsc on W'3"(f2; m'). Thus (c) implies (a). 
Denoting the sum of the terms in the first square brackets by BE(t), we note that 8,(O) = 8,( 1) = 0 and hence BB(t,) = 0 for some 0 < to < 1. Therefore by (4. , and let h be convex and lower semicontinuous. Suppose either that a>1 and n<p<cz, or that a>n and l<p<co. Then I, is swlsc on WIYp(fI; R ") (SW *lsc ifp = a~) and hence g is W1,P-quasiconuex.
(ii) Let f satisfy (4.8) and let 1 < a < n. There exist constants p and K such that ifl/ll >p and g is W"P-quasiconvex at /d/'#"diag(sign ;1, 1, l,..., 1) for some p < n then (4.9)
In particular, iff satisfies (4.6), (4.7) with 1 < u < n and ifZ,,(u) is swlsc OH W'*P(R: 'i'") for some p < n then h is constant.
ProoJ: (i) Let a > 1 and let n <p < co. The convex functional .)'<) f(Vu) dx is swlsc on W'Sp(O; IF'") (sw*Isc if p = co) by standard results (e.g., Proposition A.3). By Theorem 4.1(i) ./'() h(det VU) dx is swlsc on W'*P(12: r;") also, and therefore so is the sum I,,(U).
Let a > n, 1 <p < co, and suppose that ui -u in W'."(R: I!,") (-?: if p = co). We want to prove that In(U) < lim inf I,,(ui).
(4.10) ; +7
and we can suppose that the right-hand side of (4.10) is finite. Then by (4.7) we have that Jr1 lVujl" dx < C. It follows by the Poincare inequality that ui-u in W'."(a'; I?") f or any smooth subdomain Q' of R. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1(i) we deduce that det Vuj -:!: det VU in the sense of measures, and hence that
Since f is lower semicontinuous and convex we obtain (4.10).
(ii) Let 1 <a < n. By hypothesis there exists ,u such that h@) < cc. A similar result to this is given by Dacorogna [S. Theorem 5: 9, p. 88 j for the case when p = co and g is continuous with g(A) < C(l + IA I') for all A EM""" and some r > 1. In this case, as he shows, g is the W" ' quasiconvex envelope of g, namely, the largest IV',"--quasiconvex function less than or equal to g. For other relevant results see Acerbi and Fusco 13. Section III 1.
EXISTENCE AND NONEXISTENCE OF MINIMIZERS IN ELASTICITY
Consider a homogeneous elastic body occupying in a reference configuration a bounded domain a c R". We suppose that ;IQ is strongly Lipschitz and that aa, is a measurable subset of 3R with positive (n --I)-dimensional measure. We consider a mixed displacement zero traction boundary value problem in which the deformation U: R 4 81," is required to satisfy
a.e. 9 E 2.0, (6.1 1 while the remainder u(aQ\;ifi,) of the boundary is traction-free. The total energy is given by the functional We now discuss the implications for elasticity of the results in Sections 4 and 5. Comparing (5.1) and (6.2) we see that in the case aR = aQn,, zi(x) = Ax, Corollary 5.2 shows that a necessary condition for J(U) to attain its minimum on &' for all smooth nonnegative body force potentials Y is that the stored-energy function g be W'*'-quasiconvex at A. (Of course the Y in Theorem 6.1 is not very realistic physically.) Consider, as a critical example, the isotropic stored-energy function (of a type used to model natural rubber) g(A) =p(uT + VT + L$) + h(det A), (6.4) where ,U > 0, a > 1, vi = v,(A) denotes the ith principal stretch (i.e., the ith eigenvalue of m) and where h: R --t iR is convex, continuous, bounded below and such that h(t) = co if and only if t < 0. Since vy + 0; + VT is a convex function of A (cf. Ball [4, Theorem 5.11) it is easily seen that g satisfies hypotheses (Hl)-(H4) of Theorem 6.1 if and only if a >, 3. If 1 < a < 3 and lim,,, h(t)/t = co then by Theorem 4.5(ii), g is not W"'-quasiconvex at 21 for 1 > 0 sufficiently large, and thus J(U) does not always attain a minimum. Since in this case g satisfies (Hlk(H3) the growth condition (H4) in Theorem 6.1 is optimal. (For other remarks concerning W ',"-quasiconvexity and the existence of minimizers see Ball [4, p. 3511 .) That g is not W','-quasiconvex at 11 for L > 0 sufficiently large corresponds to the fact that a solid ball B = {Ix / < 1 } made of material with storedenergy function g and subjected to the radial boundary displacement u(x) las = 1x can reduce its energy by cavitation, i.e., by forming a hole in its interior. The phenomenon of cavitation in nonlinear elasticity is discussed at length in Ball 161; particular attention is paid to the critical value &, of A, and the corresponding critical load, at which cavitation occurs, and the results are related to experimental work on the internal rupture of rubber.
An interesting conclusion can be drawn concerning the existence theorems involving use of the distributional determinant Det Vu (see (7.7) for the definition) that are proved in Ball [4, Theorem 7.61, Ball, Currie, and Olver [7, p. 1661. In the case of the stored-energy function (6.4) these theorems assert that if 9/4 < a < 3 and lim,,, h(t)/t = co then
attains an absolute minimum on the set
The point to note is that the assumption that Det Vu(x) is a function, and not just a distribution, acts as a constraint preventing cavitation. This can be Then u E W'%"(B; IF;') and U(X) la* = Ax but g(1l) = 03. jH g(Vu(x)) d.u < co. so that g is not W'.P-quasiconvex.
COUNTEREXAMPLES CONCERNING WEAK CONTINUITY OF JACOBIANS
Let II > 1 and let R c R" be open. In the preceding sections we used the fact that the mapping u I-+ det Vu is sequentially continuous from WL3"(Q; R") endowed with the weak topology to L' (a) endowed with the topology of measures. By means of two counterexamples of a different nature we now show that u ++ det Vu is not sequentially weakly continuous from W'*"(Q; R") to L'(B), that is, uj--\ u in W'*"(R; R") does not imply that det Vuj -det Vu in L'(Q). This should be contrasted with the fact that if h is convex and lower semicontinuous then J'* h(det Vu(x)) dx is swlsc on W'*"(Q; F? ") (Th eorem 4.l(ii)), and the fact that, for example, the functional u H jc, a(x) ]det Vu(x)\ dx is swlsc on I+"-"(R; P") for all a E L"(Q). a > 0 (see Acerbi and Fusco [3, Theorem 2.41 ). This shows that det Vuj is not equi-integrable in B, and therefore det Vuj does not converge weakly in L l(B). Remark 7.2. Let n > 1. Consider the space Rad'."(B) of radial mappings u(x) = (r(R)/R)x belonging to W'*"(B; IR"), with norm N(r) given by (7.3) . Supposing that 0 < R < R < q and using Holder's inequality with exponents II and n/(n -1) we have It-"(R) -r"(E)1 <% n Ir"-'(R)I ir'(R)l dR <n lr'(R)I" R"-' dR ) I" (lo" jr(R)\" i dR) (np')'n.
The right-hand side of (7.4) tends to zero when r + 0 since \r'(R)I" R"-' and Ir(R)/R 1" R"-' belong to L'(0, 1). Hence r"(R) is Cauchy as R -+ 0 and therefore tends to a limit, which can only be zero since ir(R)l" is integrable. Therefore the elements u E Rad',"(B) are continuous on B and satisfy u(O) = 0. Using (7.4) with R= 0 and q = 1 we see that lV)l G C ll4lnRas.qm for all R E [O. 11.
which shows that the imbedding of Rad'*"(B) in C(B: P,") is continuous. In addition it is easily verified that the imbedding Rad'*"(B) c C(j,; iR"), A, = (x: 6 < /x < 1 }.
is compact for all 6 > 0. However, the example (7.1). (7.2) (for which luj(x)l = 1 if 1x1 = l/j) h s ows that the imbedding Rad'."(B) c C(g; i;"') is not compact. In the next example we show that u F-+ det Vu has even worse continuity properties with respect to weak convergence in W'3P(J2; IR") for p < IZ. In fact we exhibit a sequence uj -u in W',p(fi; iR") for all p < n such that det Vuj(x) = 0 a.e. in R but det Vu(x) = 1 a.e. in 0. We note that (7.5) and show that (7.5) defines the derivatives of u in the sense of distributions in Q (and not just in Q\ (0)). In fact, if 4 E 9(Q) and E > 0, where ra denotes terms tending to zero as E + 0. Finally, since by (7.6) it follows that u E W'*p(Q; R") for all p, 1 <p < n.
Let R be a bounded open subset of R" and let for j = 1,2,..., Uj(X) =x +j-lzdjx) for all x E 8.
By Corollary A.2 uj 2 x in W13p (Q; R") for 1 <p < n; furthermore uj + x strongly in L "(G; R"). But given j, for almost all x E R we have that These properties are consistent with Counterexample 7.4; in fact, Det VU, is not then zero, but consists of a sum of Dirac masses placed at the centres of a grating of R" by n-cubes of side 2/j.
APPENDIX : AUXILIARY RESULTS ON WEAK CONVERGENCE
In this appendix we prove some auxiliary results concerning weak convergence that are used frequently in the paper. We begin with a lemma which, though often quoted, especially for p > 1, is not easy to find proved completely in the literature. ;;% j, h(X)(wdX))y e(X) -Q(X)) dx = 0.
Hence we obtain (A.2). Now let H: IRS + R be convex, lower semicontinuous and bounded below. Any such function is the supremum of a countable family of afftne functions. Assuming without loss of generality that H > 0 it follows that H can be written as the limit of an increasing sequence H, of piecewise affne, convex, nonnegative functions. For each I 1 H/(0(x)) dx < li,m_&f j H,(6Jj(x)) dx < liz&f j H(Bj(x)) dx. R R R Letting I+ co we deduce from the monotone convergence theorem that 
